
As Americans, we find it very difficult to wait for anything –  
let alone for the days of positive equity markets to return once again. 

So, when we are asked to wait, two questions arise:  
“What are we waiting for?” and “What do we do while we are waiting?” 

We will answer the first question in our second section of this report.  
We answer the second question right here.

“What do we do while we are waiting?” 
We weightlift while we wait. Better said, we look to the “Barbell Strategy”  

as an investment approach when waiting for future events to unfold.

According to Investopedia.com: “The barbell strategy is an investment  
concept that suggests that the best way to strike a balance between reward and risk  
is to invest in the two extremes of assets while avoiding middle-of-the-road choices.”

For a complete description by Investopedia please check the link below:
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/013114/barbell-investment-strategy.asp
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LIFTING WEIGHTS WHILE WE  W.A.I.T.   (Continued from last page.)

In our example below, one basket holds investments that would typically outperform in a robust economy (on the right-hand side),  
while the second basket holds assets that would typically outperform in a slowing economy, or one headed for recession (on the left-
hand side.) In the middle are sectors we would not favor in either extreme scenario. To describe this concept, think of a 100lb. set of 
barbell weights. On the left side, you have two plates, one weighing 24lb. and another weighing 9lb. representing sectors where we have 
strong conviction (in a slow growth environment), all the while totaling 33lb. On the right side you have three plates weighing 18lb.,  
8lb. and 7lb., again totaling 33lb. and sectors where we have deep conviction in a robust growth environment. Connecting these two  
opposite sides and in the middle is the bar that weighs 34lb. The bar comprises six sectors where we see very little opportunity in this  
environment. *Please note the Ratios (X) represent the given sector weighting vs. the Morningstar Moderate Target Risk Benchmark.

 Slowing Growth Scenario
A very likely scenario that could be brought on by a more- 
than-aggressive Fed and inflationary pressure that drives  
down the growth rate of Economy as measured by GDP to  
the 2% or lower range. In this scenario, you would desire to  
pay a premium for earnings growth and seek to own stocks 

 in both the Tech and Consumer Discretionary Sectors. 

 Robust Growth Scenario
Also a very likely scenario that could be brought on  
by a rapid re-opening of the Economy while Inflation  
peaks and rollovers coupled with a Fed that does not  

accelerate rate hikes. In this scenario, Cyclical  
Sectors such as Energy, Materials and Financials  

should outperform.

Conclusion – With an equal probability of either scenario taking hold over the next several quarters, we believe it  
to be prudent to “straddle the middle” and see where things ultimately play themselves out.

THE BARBELLSTRATEGY
Tactical Balanced Model in Action

 Slowing Growth
Caused by Aggressive Fed

Sectors in Focus
Technology at 24% and 1.49X

Consumer Discretionary  
at 9% and 0.91X

Total 33%

 Robust Growth
Fueled by a rapid Re-Opening

Sectors in Focus
Financials at 18% and 1.13X

Energy at 8% and 1.58X
Materials at 7% and 1.21X

Total 33%

Sectors NOT in Focus
Utilities at 1% and 0.24X

Communication at 4% and 0.72X
Real Estate at 5% and 0.64X

Consumer Staples at 5% and 0.72X
Industrials at 9% and 0.81X

Healthcare at 10% and 0.85X
Total 34%
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Although both sides of the barbell are distinct from a perspective on how they may react to either a slowing 
or robust Economy, the two sets of weights each possess what we refer to as “Quality Fundamental Factors.”  
The Morningstar Snapshot Report uses several factors in determining the “Quality” of both the Balance 
Sheet and the Income Statement of the underlying holdings within each model. For the Tactical Balanced 
Model and the Morningstar Moderate Risk Target Benchmark, the factors are stated below:

	 Profitability	 Account	 Benchmark

 Net Margin 19.10% 17.40%
 ROE 44.99% 22.01%
 ROA 9.76% 7.79%
 Debt/Capital 39.31% 39.49%

Our personal interpretation of the data above could best be described in the following terms:
Despite two very different sides of the barbell when combined, they exhibit:
 
	 •	 Higher	Net	Margin	than	the	Benchmark	and	ultimately	measuring	Profitability	as	it	relates	 
	 	 to	Sales	or	broadly	speaking	Revenues.	
 
 • Higher Return on Equity (ROE) and Assets (ROA) which tend to represent the Financial  
  Performance of how capital and assets are deployed.
 
 • Lower leveraged as represented by the lower Debt-to-Equity Ratio and ultimately  
  measuring Financial Stability.

Irrespective	of	either	outcome	of	our	Barbell	Strategy,	we	want	to	own	High-Quality,	US-based	Large	 
Businesses	that	possess	strong	balance	sheets	and	positive	Earnings	Growth	as	we	walk	together	 
through this time of great uncertainty.

FOCUS ON 
QUALITY 
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UPDATE ON OUR

W.A.I.T. 
THEME FOR 2022

A brief update on our 2022 theme we presented last quarter. Once again, ultimately what we are  
waiting for is the T in the acronym W.A.I.T. and is described below:  

 •  Washington, D.C. – With gridlock abounding in Congress already, the outcome of the  
  Mid-term elections provides even more numerous unanswered questions as to who  
  controls congress and where fiscal policy may lie. This creates market volatility, and  
  facing year two of a U.S. President’s term, which (according to data from Bespoke) on  
  average going back to 1928 is the worst of the four, only compounds this uncertainty.  
  We simply must continue to “wait” until the outcome of the November 8th election  
  is sealed.

 •  Accommodation of the Fed – When we say the Fed is accommodative, we mean  
  that they are willing to keep interest rates lower for longer. Equity investors usually  
  like this posture. When the Fed is not accommodative, or restrictive, it suggests that  
  they will more quickly raise rates. Although we found many answers via the March  
  meeting (11 rate hikes through 2023), we still must “wait” to see if the Fed pivots  
  as they have many times before.

 • Inflation – With nine consecutive months of CPI-based inflation greater than 5%  
  through February, the undeniable persistency of rising prices is before us. The big  
  question is, “How long-lasting will it be?” We just have to “wait” to find out whether  
  it takes the pathway of post-WWII, where it lasted 28 months greater than 5%, or  
  does it take the pathway where it lasted most of the decade of the 1970s. 

 •  Technological Advancement – In our estimation, what investors are “waiting” for are  
  the productivity gains ultimately garnered from new technologies, the likes of 5G  
  Connectivity, Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, FinTech, Biopharma, Autonomous Vehicles,  
  Alternative Energy and Blockchain. We believe these advancements will be the driving  
  forces that propel this secular bull market in the second half of the decade of the 2020’s.  
  Our belief is that if investors are patient and can “wait” through 2022, great opportunities  
  may abound in these areas. The year 2022 may just be the “Pause that Refreshes!”

W

A

I

T
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As	like	everyone	else,	our	hope	is	that	this	action	ceases	
as	quickly	as	possible.	All	we	can	do	is	follow	the	news	 
flow	and	pray	for	a	swift	end.	Although we had no idea such  
military action by Russia was to take place, we positioned  
our portfolios late last year in anticipation of rising rates,  
higher inflation, and political uncertainties. Depending on  
how long this war lasts and whether further interventions  
take place, the likelihood of the following will persist:

Look at Previous Global Shocks 

Certainly, understanding that commenting on military intervention of any type can be a daunting task, we feel it prudent to, at the very  
least, look at previous global shocks to gauge how equity prices have performed in previous geopolitical conflicts. According to data  
compiled by LPL Research, S&P Dow Jones Indices, CFRA and Strategas on February 22, 2022, and noted in Kiplinger.com on February 24, 
2022, they came to the following conclusions regarding these events:  
https://www.kiplinger.com/investing/604247/how-could-the-russia-ukraine-conflict-affect-your-investments

 • “’Most importantly, history shows that 12 months after events such as our current crisis, the market edges higher,’ Bell adds.”

 • “’Indeed, the market's record is one of resilience amid times of strife, notes Ryan Detrick, chief market strategist of LPL Financial.’”

 • "’As devastating as a major conflict could be between Russia and Ukraine, the truth is stocks likely will be able to withstand the  
  geopolitical struggle,’" Detrick writes.

Because we have never been in the game of predicting of any kind, we believe it would not be beneficial to comment on how protracted  
the Russian/Ukraine military invasion will be. We would venture to say that the brightest US military minds may not even know. What we  
do know is that the changes we made in December 2021 and February 18, 2022, were prior to the invasion and reflected our beliefs on an  
aggressive Fed and rising interest rates, a combination that creates uncertainty and volatility. This invasion has only exacerbated a  
backdrop that typically is unfriendly for investors of most assets. As we stated in the middle of page one, we have made significant steps  
to mitigate the risks before us that are likely to persist for several quarters. We do want to reiterate that during the storm, we are looking  
for opportunities in beaten down assets that in our mind possess longer term value. However, understand, these assets may still come  
under pressure in the forthcoming months.

 • Inflation will last longer than expected - Investors should prepare  
  themselves for higher costs and own assets in their portfolios that  
  have a positive correlation with inflation.

 • Elevated Volatility will last longer than expected - Investors should  
  prepare themselves for price swings in both directions and meet   
  with their advisor to revisit their level of risk tolerance.

 • Negative Returns may last longer than expected - Investors should  
  prepare themselves for the potential of negative returns as we walk  
  through the majority of 2022.

RUSSIAN/UKRAINE INVASION

INFLATION

ELEVATED 
VOLATILITY

NEGATIVE
RETURNS

https://www.kiplinger.com/investing/604247/how-could-the-russia-ukraine-conflict-affect-your-investm
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MODEL ALLOCATION WEIGHTINGS

TACTICAL MODEL CHANGES - Q2 2022

Academic studies support the thesis  
that asset allocation is the greatest  
determination (on a percentage basis)  
of a portfolio’s variation in price.  
Furthermore, the results suggest that  
activities such as trading and security 
selection amount to only 5% in total  
of a portfolio’s price variation. This 
states the importance of setting the 
proper asset allocation in the modeling process. For Q2 2022, despite our more defensive posture, we continue to view stocks  
as a more appealing asset class from a risk/reward perspective than bonds.      

As it pertains to bonds, we remain underweight the benchmark in all models, and with the expectation of rising rates, will  
experience nominal returns in our estimation. On the other hand, cash weightings in all models are higher than the benchmark, 
are being used as a hedge against stock market volatility and are within a 4-17% range of ownership, depending on the  
respective model. In the chart above, green signifies weightings that are greater than the benchmark, red are weightings lower  
than the benchmark and yellow signifies a weighting within +/-3% of the benchmark. On a relative basis, Cash remains the  
highest relative percentage overweight, followed by stocks, and lastly, bonds.

Source: Morningstar

Although we made sizeable changes at the end of last year to our models to combat both rising rates and inflationary pressures,  
we believe it prudent to make even further adjustments for Q2 and beyond. As we stated in our Q1 Commentary, we have  
transitioned our portfolio construction foundation from the Core to the Tactical Models. This simply means that all models will be 
based off our Tactical Balanced from an Asset Class, Style Box and Sector perspective, as it relates to its given Morningstar Target 
Risk Benchmark. As it stands at this juncture, the Tactical Models will see little change as we move into Q2, while the Core Models  
will see greater adjustments to better align with our outlook. As we drill down to the type of stocks from a Style Box perspective, 
we see our continued focus on Large Cap Equities and specifically Large Blend and Large Value (totaling 51%.) Moreover, our Fixed 
Income allocation reflects a focus on shorter duration and lower credit quality bonds.

Using the Tactical Balanced Model as our foundation  
we made the following changes on February 18, 2022: 

 •  Added to Commodities by increasing ticker  
  BICSX from 7% to 10%.
 •  Added to Energy with the addition of a new    
  ticker in XLE at 2%.
 •  Added to Financials with the addition of a  
  new ticker in KBE at 3%.
   •  Added to Floating Rate Bonds with the  
  addition of ticker CSOIX at 4%.

To allow for the addition of 12% of new assets, we reduced our  
holdings in our Mid/Small-Cap Core and Intermediate Bonds funds.  
Moreover, we have sold outright our ownership of tickers MTUM and  
BSIIX. The defining results of these changes permitted the following  
Sectors to be in focus:

 •  Increased Energy to a weighting of 7.34%, our highest
       overweight on a ratio basis at 1.55X.
 •  Increased Financials to a weighting of 18.42%, our second 
  highest on a percentage basis.
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In our attempt to best align our Core Models with our Tactical Models, we made several changes for Q2. Realizing that we cannot control the 
holdings in Factor-based ETFs and actively managed Mutual Funds as we can the individual stocks owned in the Tactical Models, we must be 
exceptionally diligent in our selection process. That being said, we have made the following changes to our Core Moderate Model:
 

 •  Added to Commodities by increasing ticker BICSX from 8% to 10%.

 •  Added to Energy with the addition of a new ticker in XLE at 2%.

 •  Added to Financials with the addition of a new ticker in KBE at 6%.

 •  Added to High Quality Stocks with the addition of a new ticker in MOAT at 10%.

 •  Consolidated Large Stocks by rolling MTUM/QUAL into VLUE and increased it from 9% to 10%.

To allow for the addition of 21% of new assets, we reduced our holdings in our Mid/Small-Cap Core and Intermediate Bonds funds. Moreover, 
we sold outright our ownership of tickers MTUM, QUAL and BSIIX. The results of these changes permitted the following Sectors to be in focus:
 

 •  Increased Energy to a weighting of 8.59% and our highest overweight on a ratio basis at 1.81X.

 •  Increased Financials to a weighting of 18.35% and our second highest Sector on a percentage basis.

As we drill down to the type of stocks from a Style Box perspective, we see our continued focus on Large Cap equities and broadly speaking 
Blend and Value stocks in general which total 70%. Moreover, our Fixed Income allocation reflects a focus on shorter duration and lower  
credit quality. 

In our attempt to best track the stocks owned in the Tactical Models, we have chosen ticker symbol MOAT, or the VanEck Morningstar Wide 
Moat ETF, to best represent the US Large Blend/Value space. The Fund’s screening process is described by VanEck as: “Moat investing is 
based on a simple concept: Invest in companies with sustainable competitive advantages trading at attractive valuations.” This factor-based  
ETF will celebrate its 10-year anniversary in April 2022 and has attractive peer group and ratings as defined by Morningstar.
 

CORE MODEL ALIGNMENT WITH THE TACTICAL MODELS 
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Usually, if the chart registers a number near 70 or greater (mid-April), it means the market is overbought, and one is to expect a 
pullback. On the other hand, if the market registers an RSI closer to 30, it means the market is oversold, and an expected rally may 
ensue. At a 57.24 reading, the RSI shows that market momentum is considered getting closer to overbought, indicating a likely 
pullback could be expected at some time in the upcoming quarter.

• Definitive market action to the upside showed the battle between Bulls and Bears was profoundly won by the Bears  
 in Q1 2022. At this point, the overall Market reflects a slightly neutral posture as stated above, as the S&P 500 is sitting  
 right in the middle between its all-time high and six-month low. 

• The breadth of the market (how much volume was recorded on up days vs. down days) can be seen as bullish, as the  
 days of steep inclines saw greater volume than those of retreat. The MACD (Moving Average Convergence/Divergence  
 Oscillator) shown at the bottom of the chart, is a trend-following momentum indicator that shows the relationship  
 between two moving averages of prices of different time frames. When the black line crosses over the red line to the  
 upside as it did in mid-March, it signaled the forthcoming market strength, which in fact occurred over the first several  
 trading days of March and looks to continue in the near term.

CHART ANALYSIS

Source: StockCharts.com

Charting prices gives investors greater
Clarity into our macroeconomic
viewpoints, as we present technical
analysis regarding the psychology
and sentiment of the market.  
 

To many casual observers, this chart is not  
very meaningful – however, to the trained eye,  
it provides much insight as to the status of  
the overall market. One can see from the  
chart to the right that the six-month intraday 
high of 4,818 was reached on January 4th,  
2022. The six-month low is represented by  
the mark of 4,114 reached on February 24,  
2022. At the top of the chart, it tells us how 
much momentum the S&P has compared to  
its last 14 trading days.      
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As we reflect on Q1 2022, we, like any investment manager, take time to ascertain what has worked and what has not worked. Certainly, 
our underweight position in Stocks and Bonds allowed our portfolios to curb losses as both asset classes were down in Q1. Our over-

weight position in Cash, despite its flat return, also helped performance. Our focus on Energy Stocks and Commodities helped in Q1, but  
our position in Large Cap Growth Stocks, via ticker IVW, obviously did not. If we step back and make a true assessment of the situation 
before us and the vast changes our society has and which will likely continue to undertake to deal with the Russian invasion of Ukraine,  
an Aggressive Fed and rising Inflation, we must be prudent in how we approach the future. It is for that reason that we have instituted  
many more changes than normal. Our hope is that we have taken advantage of what appears to be a negative short-term situation in  
2022 and turned it into a beneficial longer-term solution for our advisors and investors alike. Let’s not kid ourselves in that change of any 
kind is never easy and, in many instances, is difficult for most of us.   
 

In an effort to keep pace with a world that from many aspects is changing at a rapid pace, we must always be about the business of  
looking ahead at least one quarter. In closing, as our W.A.I.T. theme for 2022 comes to fruition, and we continue to walk through the  
year, we will likely be witnessing rising interest rates, increasing inflation and a focus on the US Mid-term Elections. Although this set  
of circumstances may likely play themselves out in the first three months of 2022, we firmly believe this will likely be a short-term  
phenomenon as innovative technology companies gear-up for their next round of growth. We would like to suggest that we are “renting”  
our focus in “Finergy” (Financial & Energy) stocks for the time being and when appropriate will pivot to next generation tech companies  
that will drive the remainder of the decade. Stay tuned for further developments. As we move throughout the year 2022, the letters W.A.I.T. 
and what the headwinds they represent are what remain in focus. Our hope is that we have articulated our thoughts on various outcomes 
and as to what, if any, changes would be forthcoming following certain scenarios. Thanks for your continued partnership as we vigorously 
keep our finger on the pulse and manage through the year 2022 together!

REPORT SUMMARY

Why the Clarifier?  
What makes the Nepsis® Clarifier different from most research services offerings is our determination to filter through the noise of 
the marketplace allowing investors to reach a “State of Clarity”. The difference-maker in our minds is our commitment to provide 
clear and succinct information which helps our readers gain “Clarity”.   
We believe the original intent of the creation of the stock market was to allow the everyday person the ability to gain access to capitalism and 
the American Dream through the direct ownership of great publicly-traded businesses. Unfortunately, that spirit has been greatly lost in the murk 
and clutter of today’s fast-driven society.

Many investors follow advice from a co-worker, a relative/friend or simply use the 1/nth approach where they own each offering in the line-up 
simply divided by the number of choices. These methods ultimately lead to a state of ambiguity, complacency, fear and ultimately frustration. 
Many give up and move their money to cash using the mindset that, “At least I can’t lose anything.” We feel deeply saddened by this thought 
process and do not blame the investor, but the environment created by our industry. 

The Clarifier does not attempt to forecast the market, follow popular trends, or be swayed by fancy investing gimmicks. The Clarifier seeks to 
move away the clutter from the investment process and create a clear and concise message about how portfolios are being managed.


